ARCHIVES NEED PROTECTION TOO
It’s critical to protect your data wherever it lives: Archived data is more
valuable and vulnerable than ever. Get visibility and security at the source
with Quantum and Varonis.
Quantum is a leading expert in scale-out

Solutions Overview

storage, archive and data protection,
providing solutions for capturing, sharing,

Quantum Artico and Xcellis archive appliances provide flexible combinations of tiering,
protection, and access for unstructured data. Leverage public cloud, object storage, and
even tape with equal ease. Shared access is via NAS, with optional LAN or SAN clients
for high-performance applications.

and preserving digital assets over their entire
lifecycle. Quantum’s end-to-end, tiered
storage foundation enables customers to
maximize the value of their data by making it

Varonis captures critical metadata about enterprise data across a wide array of platforms
including Windows, NAS, SharePoint, Exchange, Active Directory, UNIX/Linux, and
Office365. Varonis DatAdvantage monitors all file activity, analyzes user behavior,
prevents data breaches, and secures critical data from the inside-out; Varonis Data
Transport Engine automates retention, disposition, and archiving with intelligent migration
and configuration.

accessible whenever and wherever needed,
retaining it indefinitely and reducing total
cost of ownership and complexity.

The integration between Varonis and the Quantum archive appliance enables visibility
and security at the source.
Varonis is a leading provider of software

Realize reduced TCO without increasing risk by combining the gateway with the
gatekeeper. Leverage the Varonis Data Transport Engine (DTE) with a Quantum archive
appliance to migrate static data to lower-cost storage while retaining end-user access to
data, no matter where it lives.

solutions that protect data from insider

Integration Benefits

stale data, and lock it down without





Monitor and protect data, even



threats and cyberattacks. Varonis empowers
enterprises to discover where sensitive data
is overexposed, prioritize vulnerable and

interrupting business. Varonis builds context

Reduce storage spend and

around the content of data and activity and

once it’s archived

TCO for file storage with

monitors and alerts on suspicious activity,

Single pane of glass for all file

flexible tiering policies

including unusual access to sensitive data,

Automatically move stale files

abnormal user behavior and file activity to

storage, from primary through



to archive

archive

protect against potential exploitation.
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